NTT DATA welcomed Dell Services
into the family in 2016. Together,
we offer one of the industry’s most
comprehensive services portfolios
designed to modernize business and
technology to deliver the outcomes
that matter most to our clients.

Meet Unpredictable Business Demands With
On-Demand Private Cloud Capacity
Utility Zone for NTT DATA Dedicated Cloud

Scale up when you need more capacity — for as long as you need it — and
pay only for what you use
In this fast-moving digital era, IT departments are expected to quickly and easily scale
resources to keep up with unpredictable business demands. But ensuring capacity
requirements are met for shorter durations can be difficult.
Utility Zone, an on-demand private cloud infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), enables you
to scale up or down as needed — allowing you to pay only for what you use.
Utility Zone provides on-demand access to our Dedicated Cloud infrastructure and is
ideal if you’re an existing or new NTT DATA Dedicated Cloud client who’s looking to:
• Deploy temporary, project-based workloads
• Implement development, test and quality assurance workloads
• Burst workloads from private clouds during peak consumption (for example,
seasonal peaks in website traffic)
Deployed in the same data center and network as our Dedicated Cloud infrastructure,
Utility Zone is designed for non-persistent workloads and not recommended for
persistent, storage-intensive workloads. Utility Zone helps optimize data center-related
spending — you can even turn off the environment when compute resources are
not needed.

Key benefits:
• On demand: Provides extra
private cloud capacity for
your temporary or
seasonal workloads
• Agility and scalability: Add
or subtract Utility Zone
infrastructure on demand
with our Cloud
Management Platform
• High availability: Supported
by enterprise-grade
availability service-level
agreements (SLAs) — no
matter your
existing architecture
• Robust security and
compliance: Enjoy the
security and reassurances of
a private cloud solution
in a public cloud
consumption model

Utility Zone for NTT DATA Dedicated Cloud
Utility Zone provides:
•
•
•
•

The same level of superior security and compliance you’ve come to expect with our Dedicated Cloud service
99.95% availability, with associated SLAs
The ability to run unmodified legacy applications
The ability to run temporary or seasonal workloads in the same data center

Utility Zone is offered as an add-on to NTT DATA Dedicated Cloud
The platform can only be purchased if you’re an existing Dedicated Cloud client or you intend to purchase NTT DATA Dedicated
Cloud. Existing Dedicated Cloud clients must satisfy the following pre-requisites:
• In order to use Utility Zone, you must also have the Cloud Management Platform add-on to Dedicated Cloud. Cloud Management
Platform is used to add and remove Utility Zone infrastructure through a self-service interface. NTT DATA will build and maintain
the blueprints, catalog items and workflows required to support Utility Zone service.
• You must have a dedicated vCenter environment with a minimum of ten server blades deployed in order to use Utility Zone.

About NTT DATA Dedicated Cloud
Dedicated Cloud is an IaaS offering designed to provide a secure private cloud environment, hosted and managed by NTT DATA. It
offers more flexibility than public cloud by enhancing your ability to operate production workloads, which might otherwise be limited to
custom, on-premises operations in a hosted, secured private cloud.

Service details and options
Pricing granularity

Daily for blades and virtual machines (VMs) Monthly for storage

Dedicated compute

Included

High availability (minimum two blades
deployed)

Included

99.95% availability SLA

Included

The same security and compliance as
defined for Dedicated Cloud

Included

VM profiles

Client defined

Access to our existing Cloud Management
Platform blueprints and workflows

Included

Visit www.nttdataservices.com to learn more.

Visit nttdataservices.com to learn more.
NTT DATA partners with clients to navigate the modern complexities of business and technology, delivering the insights,
solutions and outcomes that matter most. We’re a top 10 global IT services and consulting provider that wraps deep
industry expertise around a comprehensive portfolio of infrastructure, applications and business process services.
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